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their conduct being brought to a strict account, they
should be charged, as they justly ought, with the
loss of the good, which, if they had manifestly and
avowedly acted from a higher principle, might have
been produced, not only directly in themselves, but
indirectly and remotely in others, from the extended
efficacy of a religious example. They may be com-
pared, not unaptly, to persons whom some pecu-
liarity of constitution enables to set at defiance those
established rules of living, which must be observed
by the world at large. These healthy debauchees,
however they may plead in their defence that they do
themselves no injury, would probably, but for their
excesses, have both enjoyed their health better, and
preserved it longer, as well as have turned it to
better account ; and it may at least be urged against
them, that they disparage the laws of temperance,
and fatally betray others into the breach of them, by
affording an instance of their being transgressed with
impunity.
But were the merit of these amiable qualities
greater than it is, and though it were not liable
to   the exceptions  which have  been al-
in no
tempers and degree admitted, as a compensation for
useful lines, the want of the supreme love and fear of
0<^ an<^ °^ a predominant desire to pro-
mote his glory. The observance of one
commandment, however clearly and for-
vrinotofa c^v enjoined, cannot make up for the
neglect of another, which is enjoined with
equal clearness and equal force. To allow this plea
in the present instance, would be to permit men to
abrogate the first table of the law on condition of
their obeying the second. But religion suffers not
any such cow/position of duties. It is on the very

